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Who is Lucifer?

Sun Myung Moon
September 7, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Jeong Gung on 8.10 by the H.C.

True Father with Hyung Jin Nim, who is offering Jeong Seong through fishing around Geo Moon Do where a
dedication ceremony of the Ocean Cheon Jeong Gung Hotel. (Approximately 170 Christian ministers will join
True Father.)

Note: These notes are taken from a video clip of the web page Peace TV. This translation cannot be published
as definitive texts and should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words.
However, they do provide a good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

“Who is Lucifer? You understand him as the archangel but who is he in the relationship with the God of Night?
Lucifer means ‘the seed and the fruits of the Louvre.’ Who is Gabriel? Who is Michael? ‘Michael means ‘since
there was no home, it had an abortion.’ Since I know the fundamental issues I interpret their names such way,
but you do not know anything about it.

You do not know if they are three brothers or not. Lucifer is God’s younger brother. When God created the
cosmos and Adam and Eve, it was Lucifer who helped Him. Do you know that? He is God’s younger brother.
(Father made a surprised face.) Then to Lucifer, who are Adam and Eve? They are the substantial beings of his
Elder Brother. The Second Messiah is the body of God.”

“I once caught a 173-cm king salmon.” “People think the whale is the biggest but the white shark is bigger than
that. It is 44 to 50 meters. The whale cannot be bigger than 43 meters.”

Father read his speech and made comments. “I will take with me those who held the Seunghwa ceremony
without leaving their body.”

“The wedding ceremony that True Parents will have (on their next birthday) is not to liberate True Parents but to
save all of you. As True Parents have the third wedding ceremony, you as sons and daughters will enjoy
heavenly fortune along with it.”
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